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In the Chat

 Name

 Organization

 Role

 One word that comes to mind when you think of  
collaboration 



Goals

 Give an overview of the collaboration continuum

 Identify factors for success & tensions in collaborating 

 Outline the developmental stages of collaboration with 
a focus on inspiration and planning 



Definition of 
Collaboration 

col·lab·o·ra·tion
noun.
the action of working with someone to produce or create 
something.

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHBF_enUS882US882&sxsrf=ALeKk02ChUa-rNoZjJx3fUbXyUKdFAu5pA:1600262086190&q=how+to+pronounce+collaboration&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOMIfcRozy3w8sc9YSmzSWtOXmM04OINKMrPK81LzkwsyczPE5LkYglJLcoVEpTi5-JNzs_JSUzKLwJLWbEoMaXm8SxilcvIL1coyVcoAGrMB-pMVUBRBwAiORAEZQAAAA&pron_lang=en&pron_country=us&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjDj8fp4O3rAhVLhOAKHfl_CpcQ3eEDMAB6BAgEEAg


Straw Poll

 Have you collaborated in the past?

 Are currently collaborating? 

 Are you considering collaborating in the 
future?



Nonprofit Collaboration

7

Collaborations during 
economic collapse of 
2008 were reactive, 

often out of fear and 
desperation 

Successful nonprofit 
collaborations are 
driven by mission 

attainment not 
financial crisis

Want to look at 
potential 

collaborations 
proactively in a 

strategic way

Ideally comes out of 
strategic planning 
process and is done 

with runway for 
success





COVID’s 
Impact on 
Nonprofits’ 
Mergers

“Over more than two decades of helping hundreds of nonprofits 
merge, La Piana Consulting has observed the prevalence of mergers 
to be 1 percent or less of the sector in any given year. It is 
remarkable that 23 percent of the organizations responding to our 
survey are now considering such partnerships. One of them said 
they had been thinking about a merger with another group for 
years, and ‘COVID-19 has finally pushed us to begin those 
discussions.’ Another respondent described it in job terms: ‘In order 
to keep staff, we are exploring a partnership with another nonprofit 
to share [an] employee's time and cost of employment.’”

- David LaPiana, June 2020 Stanford Social Innovation Review





Why Consider Collaboration?

 Economic Pressures

 Changing Demographics

 Market Realities

 Address Challenges

 Communal Pressures

 Leverage Expertise

 Pursue New Opportunities

 Build Capacity

 Greater Customer Impact

 Greater Access to Funding

 Increase Efficiency and 
Reduce Costs
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What Are the 
Options?

. 

• Administrative  (Resource sharing)

• ProgrammaticCollaboration 

• Administrative Consolidation

• Joint Programming

Strategic 
Alliance

• Joint Venture Corporation 

• Management Service Organization 
New Entity

• Parent/Subsidiary 

• Corporate Merger/Acquisition

Corporate 
Integration
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The Collaboration Continuum: Commitment, Change and Independence

Level of Commitment Level of Change Level of Independence

Program Collaboration Low None High

Administrative Collaboration Low Low High

Strategic Alliance/Administrative
Consolidation

Medium Low/Medium Medium/High

Mgmt. Support Organization/Joint 
Venture Corporation

High Medium High

Strategic Integration High High Low



Trends in 
Collaboration

 Programmatic Collaboration

 Sharing Facilities

 Sharing Staff

 Merger or Consolidation

 Joint Advocacy

 Joint Fundraising





What are 
Tensions in 
Collaborations? 



Why Partnerships Fail

Pursued for wrong reason Culture

Partnerships do not fail because 
organizational leaders can’t 
integrate financial systems or IT. 
Partnerships fail because people 
tend to hold on to their individual 
cultures and identity and fail to 
create a new culture. “Culture 
eats strategy for breakfast every 
time.”

Emotionally charged issues

Boards

Senior staff

Buildings

Brand





Four 
Developmental 
Stages of 
Collaboration

1. Inspiration

✓ Determine one's own strategic needs and what is desired from a 
collaboration

✓ Identify potential organizations to collaborate with & begin 
conversations

✓ Consider practical implementation challenges

2. Formalization

✓ Conduct due diligence and negotiations 

✓ Enter into agreement/legal

3. Operation

✓ Implementation

✓ Evaluation 

4. Institutionalization or Termination
20



Focus on 
Inspiration/
Planning for 
Collaboration

1. Desired outcomes

2. Identify potential partners

3. Inventory existing resources 

4. Examine other models

5. Anticipate challenges



Inspiration/
Planning for 
Collaboration 
– Step 1

 Define desired outcomes 

 Why do you want to collaborate?

 What do you want to accomplish through collaboration?

 What defines success?

 What can you learn from past collaborations? Others’ 
collaborations? 



Brainstorming
Why You Might 

Want  to 
Collaborate –
To Innovate!

• What adaptive shifts are you thinking of making?

• What do you want to do better or more efficiently? 

• What challenges do you want to address?

• What opportunity do you want to take advantage of?



What Can 
Collaborating 
Do?

 Strengthen or expand program or service quality and 
performance

 Gain back-office or administrative efficiencies

 Achieve greater economies of program scale

 Enter new geographies, provide new services, or reach new 
beneficiaries

 Address complex issues that require coordinating multiple 
stakeholders

 Provide an integrated continuum of services to meet 
beneficiaries' needs

 Better brand or visibility 



LaPiana Consulting 
Retrospective 2021 Evaluation 
of Impact of Strategic 
Restructurings Over Last 10 
Years 
 30 organizations representing 

the healthcare, human 
services, education, 
environment, and agriculture 
subsectors. 

 These surveyed nonprofits 
report positive impacts from 
mergers and alliances in:

 Brand/Reputation
 Public visibility
 Expertise/knowledge
 Financial health



Focus on 
Inspiration/ 
Planning for 
Collaboration

1. Desired outcomes

2. Identify potential partners

3. Inventory existing resources 

4. Examine other models

5. Anticipate challenges



Inspiration/
Planning for 
Collaboration 
– Step 2

 Identify partners

 What do you want a partner for?

 Is there potential for mutual benefit?

 Do you share similar values?



Focus on 
Inspiration/ 
Planning for 
Collaboration

1. Desired outcomes

2. Identify potential partners

3. Inventory existing resources

4. Examine other models

5. Anticipate challenges



Inspiration/
Planning for 
Collaboration 
– Step 3

 Inventory existing resources

 What do you bring to the table? How does this help your 
potential partner?

 Where are your gaps? 

 What does your potential partner bring? How does this 
help you?



Focus on 
Inspiration/ 
Planning for 
Collaboration

1. Desired outcomes

2. Identify potential partners

3. Inventory existing resources 

4. Examine other models

5. Anticipate challenges



Inspiration/
Planning for 
Collaboration 
– Step 4

 Examine other models

 What promising practices can you identify from others 
whom have collaborated?

 What model may help achieve your desired outcomes?



Focus on 
Inspiration/ 
Planning for 
Collaboration

1. Desired outcomes

2. Identify potential partners

3. Inventory existing resources 

4. Examine other models

5. Anticipate challenges



Inspiration/
Planning for 
Collaboration 
– Step 5

 Anticipate challenges

 What are the practical implementation challenges?

 What are the hot button emotional issues?



LaPiana Consulting 
Retrospective 2021 
Evaluation of Strategic 
Restructurings Over Last 10 
Years 

 Reported challenges related to 
mergers and alliances in:

• Creating a shared culture

• Coordinating/Merging 
Operations

• Internal and external 
communications

• Accepting change



Personal Ad 
Exercise for 
Your Board

 To explore your thinking about collaboration, develop a 
“personal ad” for a potential collaborative partner.

 Describe your ideal partner in terms of:
 Mission
 Constituency served
 Types of Programs
 Budget Size
 What they have or do well you don’t

 Describe your organization, including:
 What can you offer to potential partners
 Mission
 Constituency served
 Types of Program
 Budget size
 What you do well that a partner could leverage?
 Goals and aspirations for collaboration and partnership





Next Steps

 Be open and foster a mindset of collaboration & innovation

 Be clear on your organizations’ own vision, goals and challenges, and your    
hopes and concerns about potential collaboration

 Create a small working group 

 Define desired outcomes for collaboration

 Consider if there is mutual benefit and compatibility with a potential partner

 Inventory existing resources

 Look at collaborative models 

 Anticipate implementation challenges and hot button issues

 Decide if to pursue collaboration

 Talk to potential facilitators and supporters



Q & A
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